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Abstract—Disaster Recovery Network (DRN) is a very important network to minimize the number of victims, facilitate the
evacuation, and informing the current post-disaster situation.
This paper proposes the use of a Mobile Cognitive Radio
Base Station (MCRBS) as the central station in the DRN.
To perform maximum recovery network, MCRBS requires a
routing algorithm by connecting various devices being active
after the disaster occurrence to the MCRBS depending on the
distance between devices and the received signal powers. MCRBS
routing is designed to choose the shortest and reliable route for
communications between victims, rescuer, and people in public
safe area. We calculate the best possible routes based on threshold
parameter and threshold of bit-error rate (BER). For successful
implementation, the node position is assumed to be randomly
spread in the area suffering from disaster. We found that the
possible routes post-disaster increases when MCRBS is used as
one of the node in the DRN. The results are expected to provide
contributions in routing design for DRN as well as the estimate
of optimal number of nodes and MCRBS to construct robust
wireless DRN.
Index Terms—Routing, mobile cognitive radio base station,
threshold, pathloss exponent, disaster recovery network.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The occurrence of disasters should be followed by a fast
rescue activities to minimize the number of victims. One of
the fastest way to recover the situation is by recovering the
network to facilitate the evacuation process providing correct
information and up to date situation. The instant recovered
networks can be used by the victims to inform their conditions
to their relatives such that management in the disaster area is
more manageable.
The authors in [1] proposed a fast organizing algorithm
on content-centric network (CCN) for DRN. The CCN has
a simpler network with fewer equipment with an uncomplicated pending interest table (PIT), forwarding information
base (FIB), content store (CS) and IP addressing. Moreover,
CCN routing procedures can be simplified and is compatible
with various type of devices. Unfortunately, this routing still
requires optimization for network resilience when disaster
strikes.
The authors in [2] increased throughput of post-disaster
communications with topology control cooperative algorithm
with access point (AP). AP is capable of serving the network
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Fig. 1. A typical disaster recovery network constructed from several MCRBS
and mobile phones.

on rechargeable batteries with solar panels and/or power
plants. In addition, the AP can also be connected to other
APs to extend the coverage. The number of APs is limited in
the disaster area.
When AP is placed far away to other AP, the backbone
may be very low and not enough to handle the high traffic. To
overcome this problem, every device or mobile terminal can
be functioned as a relay to maximize throughput and minimize network complexity. On the other hand, communications
may have features to improve the network performance by
exploiting the relay [3]–[5]. Therefore, in this paper, we aim
to measure the possible routes given the relay or MCRBS. The
considered network is illustrated in Fig. 1 consisting nodes
(victims device and MCRBS).
Search and rescue (SAR) system on multiple unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAV) with ultra-wide band (UWB) wireless
technology were used in order to know the accuracy of location
and the accuracy of victims data to be transmitted. First, to
find out which node position is suitable for viewing, from
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) that works like
global positioning system (GPS). Second, one of the drones
will move as a destination to the expand position estimation
coverage area. When a victim is found by a UWB device,
an anchor node in multiple UAVs will estimate the victim’s
position. In this condition, UWB can inform the victim’s
position to the rescuers [6].
The existing paper [7], [8] confirm that with power control
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create connection. Routing is set of links which is connected
to each other. Fig. 2 shows four types of link that are used in
this paper. Modulation, coding, and synchronization assume
perfect in system model. This model used Rayleigh fading
channel.
This paper uses frequency-flat Rayleigh fading with distribution function from received signal normalization that
change by time [11]. Probability density function (PDF) from
Rayleigh fading is
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Fig. 2. Type of link models: (a) communication link from MCRBS to
MCRBS, (b) communication link from MCRBS to user, (c) comunication
link from user to MCRBS, and (d) communication link from user to user.

or resource scheduling mechanism, the inter-cell interference
can be managed efficiently. Therefore, we place an emphasis
on the intra-cell interference, which is due to resource sharing
of D2D and cellular communication.
In disaster effected areas, if the cellular base stations are still
remain, recovery network provisioning can be extended by using device to device (D2D) approaches such as in reference [9]
[10] which proposes an innovative resource allocation scheme
by introducing the device freedom to multiplex multiple D2D
and cellular users for increasing the spectrum efficiency. In
contrast, when there is no infrastructure operating, MCRBS
should be a more practical option. However, the previous
works related to MCRBS mainly focus on possible routes
number to determine number of nodes.
In this paper, we focus on possible routes number to know
the number of nodes that is used for routing of MCRBS for
DRN. When possible routes number are known, it is possible
to determine number of nodes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces our system model. Section III introduces proposed
technologies. The performance evaluation presented in Section
IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this paper, we consider link connection by nodes, where
the nodes are MCRBS and device used by victim or user.
When disaster occurs, transmitter and receiver need nodes to
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received power. Rayleigh fading channel in this paper can be
expressed as
y = h · c + n,
(2)
where c is the number of bit sent, n is noise vector and h
is variable random complex. We obtained h for frequency-flat
Rayleigh fadingpchannel basedpon MATLAB simulation with
hf = (rand +
1 · randn)/ 2.
In reference [12] the dynamic of fading channels are exploited to improve the decoding success probability due to
the diversity effect. The idea of exploiting dynamic fading
channels is from the fact that a link is dropped or assumed to
be erased when the received power is below a threshold Th ,
of which the probability is
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where P r( ) = 1 exp( ) [13]. Without loss of generality, we
assume that = 1 for simplicity, and Th of 10 10 , 10 9 , and
10 8 .
Radio propagation model COST 231 Walfisch-Ikegami is
extention from COST Hata model [14]. This model range of
validity carrier frequency fc 800 until 2000 MHz. The COST231 model is a pathloss model for the case of small distance
between mobile station (MS) and base station (BS), and/or
small height of the MS. The pathloss total for the line of sight
(LOS) case is given by
Pl = 42.6 + 26 log10 (d) + 20 log10 (fc )

(4)

for d
20m with range of validity 0.02 until 5 kilometer,
where again d is in units of kilometers, and fc is in units of
MHz [15].
III. P OSSIBLE ROUTING
Algorithm 1 provides a routing method for possible routes
number of nodes. In this paper we simulate three cases based
on location and battery lifetime condition
1) Uniform location and uniformly full battery lifetime.
2) Random location and uniformly full battery lifetime.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of a routing utilizing three nodes U1 , U2 and M .
TABLE I
R EPRESENTATION OF ROUTES CONNECTED BY LINKS IN F IG . 3.
Node
TX
U1
M
U2
RX

TX
0
0
0
0
0

U1
1
0
0
0
0

M
1
1
0
0
0

U2
1
1
1
0
0

RX
1
1
1
1
0

We consider to simulate random location and random battery
lifetime because this condition will real happened when DRN
occur. We also consider to set threshold of battery lifetime for
each node. If battery lifetime of node less than threshold, then
node will not be connected and routed.
Fig. 3 shows the illustration of routing using three nodes
from transmitter to receiver. T X is transmitter, RX is receiver,
node (U1 ,U2 ) are device of victims and node M is MCRBS.
The formula to maximal possible number of route is 2N , where
N is number nodes. For example, for three nodes (23 ), we
will get the maximum number of route is eight. Table I show
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Value

Circle radius area disaster

2.5 km

Number of node (N )

1 - 10

Threshold power (Th )

10

10 ,

Threshold BER

10

4,

Pathloss exponent (n)

2.6

10

10

9,
3,

and 10

and 10

8
2

representative value of links from Fig. 3, i.e., route of links
are T X-U1 -M -RX.
Fig. 4 demonstrates of links connection to get routes from
value of Table I. The first route is T X-U1 -M -U2 -RX, the
second route is T X-U1 -M -RX, the third route is T X-U1 -U2 RX, the fourth route is T X-U1 -RX, the fifth route is T XM -U2 -RX, route the sixth route is T X-M -RX, the seventh
route is T X-U2 -RX, and the eighth route is T X-RX.
IV. P ERFORMANCES E VALUATION

3) Random location and random battery lifetime (B
30%, B 50%, and B 70%).
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Fig. 4. Representation of links connecting as routes in Table I.

In order to validate the analytical findings and evaluate the
performance of our proposed algorithm, we conduct extensive
computer-based simulation. In this section, we present the
settings of the simulations and the performance evaluation
results.
A. Simulation Settings
The simulation settings are summarized in Table I where
we can see area have circle radius area disaster 2.5 km, 1-10
nodes, and threshold power of 10 10 , 10 9 , and 10 8 , threshold BER of 10 4 , 10 3 , and 10 2 , and pathloss exponent of
2.6 refer to (4). Affected by location, there are uniform and
random, link power, and battery (B) lifetime, which consist of
uniformly full (we assume of 100%) and random (we assume
of threshold battery are B 30%, B 50%, and B 70%).
B. Routing Base on Signal Stregth
1) Uniform Location and Uniformly Full Battery Lifetime:
Fig. 5 demonstrates the relationship between possible number
of routes and nodes with location uniform and uniformly
full battery lifetime. X axis is number of nodes (N ) and
Y is axis possible routes number. Location uniform means
nodes position are arranged and uniformly full battery lifetime
means nodes battery lifetime 100%. The solid line curve is for
possible route number with one MCRBS and the dashed line
curve is for possible route number without MCRBS. Fig. 5
shows that the more nodes then the more possible number of
routes.
2) Random Location and Uniformly Full Battery Lifetime:
Fig. 6 demonstrates the relationship between possible number
of routes and nodes with random location and uniformly full
battery lifetime. X axis is number of nodes (N ) and Y is
axis possible routes number. Random location means nodes
position is random, and uniformly full battery lifetime means
meaning nodes battery lifetime is 100%. The solid line curve
is for possible route number with one MCRBS and the dashed
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Fig. 5. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where
the helping nodes are distributed uniformly with uniform remaining battery
lifetime.
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Fig. 7. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where
the helping nodes are distributed randomly as well as the random remaining
battery lifetime beyond 30%.

line curve is for possible route number without MCRBS.
This simulation adjusted according to real disaster situation.
For Fig. 7 demonstrates the random location and battery
lifetime random with battery B
30%, Fig. 8 demonstrates
the random location and battery lifetime random with battery
B
50%, and Fig. 9 demonstrates the random location
and battery lifetime random with battery B
70%. Battery
influence possible routes number, if battery lifetime is lower,
then possible routes number automatically become lesser.
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Fig. 6. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where the
helping nodes are distributed randomly and fix remaining battery lifetime.

line curve is for possible route number without MCRBS.
Possible routes number decrease because it is influenced by
random location.
3) Random Location and Random Battery Lifetime: This
experiment assume as use battery lifetime random of B
30%, B
50%, and B
70%. X axis is number of nodes
(N ) and Y is axis possible routes number. The solid line curve
is for possible route number with one MCRBS and the dashed

In this subsection, we measure the possible routes using the
link reliability measured theoretically based on
0
1
1
A,
BERfading = 0.5 · @1 q
(5)
1+ 1

where
is the signal to noise power ratio (SNR) for the
corresponding link. We assume 1 until 10 nodes, noise power
of -109 dBm, and -90 dBm, and power transmitter Ptx 20 dB.
We simulate to use threshold BER of 10 4 , 10 3 and 10 2
as the minimum SNR to construct a route. These values are
selected in this paper, because all evaluated communication
links are without channel coding. With channel coding, the
quality is improved.
Since BER in (5) requires SNR for the given link, we
consider a receive SNR of the link expressed as
= ((Ptx /Pl ) ⇤ |hf |2 ⇤ G)/N,

(6)

where Ptx is power transmitter, Pl is pathloss, n = 2.6 is
pathloss exponent, hf is fading, G is gain, N is noise, and
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Fig. 8. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where
the helping nodes are distributed randomly as well as the random remaining
battery lifetime beyond 50%.

Fig. 10. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where
the helping nodes are distributed randomly with Ptx 20 dB and using noise
109 dBm.
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Fig. 9. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where
the helping nodes are distributed randomly as well as the random remaining
battery lifetime beyond 70%.

Fig. 11. The number of possible routes simulated in disaster area, where
the helping nodes are distributed randomly with Ptx 20 dB and using noise
90 dBm.

Ptx is the transmit power of each link in the considered route.
Ptx may vary according to the remaining battery lifetime.
1) Random Location and Random Battery Lifetime: This
experiment assume as use random location and battery lifetime
random using threshold battery lifetime of B 30%, and this
simulation used one MCRBS with the power of 30 dB for
every simulations node number. Fig. 10 demonstrates possible
routes number using noise -109 dBm and Fig. 11 demonstrates

possible routes number using noise -90 dBm. The solid line
curve is for possible route number with one MCRBS and
the dashed line curve is for possible route number without
MCRBS. As shown in the Figs. 10 and 11, network with one
MCRBS has higher possible route number, and 10th node has
more possible route than the other smaller node. Moreover the
number of possible route are slightly affected by the power
transmitter.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a wireless DRN based on
routing algorithm using MCRBS, where optimal routes are
constructed by considering the remaining battery lifetime and
number of helping nodes, either victims devices or MCRBS.
We have used three parameters for constructing the routes,
i.e., threshold power, remaining battery lifetime, and link
quality. The proposed DRN has constructed many possible
routes based on the number of available helping nodes, where
we found that the MCRBS helps to increase the number of
possible routes for successful communications to the normal
region. These results are expected to help the development of
future routing algorithm for DRN utilizing the available active
devices in the area suffering from disaster.
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Algorithm 1 Possible Routes Construction
1. Matrix S = a
4. FOR i=1:length(S)
5. FOR j=1:length(S)
6. IF value element S = 1
7. Save value node and relation [ i j ]
8. END IF
9. END FOR
10. END FOR
11. IF matrix store no EMPTY
12. Initialization startNode = store(1,1)
13. Initialization cell matrix startNodeArr = {}
14. Initialization matrix childNode = [];
15. FOR i=1:length(store(:,1))
16. IF (store(i,1) == startNode)
17. Save/add value store(:,1) to matrix startNodeArr
18. ELSE
19. Save/add value store(:,1) to matrix childNode
20. END IF
21. END FOR
22. Initialization cell matrix currentRoutes = {}
23. findLastNodeAll = 0
24. FOR mm=1:length(startNodeArr)
25. IF the last value from element cell
startNodeArr equal to the last node (the first node directly go
to the last node)
26. Save/add ke matrix allRoutes
27. END IF
28. END FOR
29. IF (length(startNodeArr) == 1)
30. findLastNodeAll = 1 (there is only one route)
31. END IF
32. WHILE(findLastNodeAll == 0)
33. Initialization cell matrix currentRoutes = {}
35. startNodeArr = currentRoutes
36. complete = 1;
37. ii = 1;
38. WHILE complete && ii¡=length(currentRoutes)
39. Save value index element where currentRoutesii,1 ==
length(S) to have variable
40. IF have == 0
41. complete = 0;
42. END IF
43. ii = ii+1
44. END WHILE
45. IF (complete == 1)
46. findLastNodeAll = 1;
47. END IF
48. END WHILE
49. END IF

